Abstract-In this paper, we propose a vanishing-point constrained Dijkstra road model for road detection in a stereovision paradigm. First, the stereo-camera is used to generate the u-and v-disparity maps of road image, from which the horizon can be extracted. With the horizon and ground region constraints, we can robustly locate the vanishing point of road region. Second, a weighted graph is constructed using all pixels of the image, and the detected vanishing point is treated as the source node of the graph. By computing a vanishing-point constrained Dijkstra minimum-cost map, where both disparity and gradient of gray image are used to calculate cost between two neighbor pixels, the problem of detecting road borders in image is transformed into that of finding two shortest paths that originate from the vanishing point to two pixels in the last row of image. The proposed approach has been implemented and tested over 2600 grayscale images of different road scenes in the KITTI data set. The experimental results demonstrate that this training-free approach can detect horizon, vanishing point, and road regions very accurately and robustly. It can achieve promising performance.
I. INTRODUCTION
T HE problem of automatic road detection and following has been studied for decades in the context of autonomous ground vehicle development [1] and driverassistance technologies [2] - [4] .
In most of the current geometric approaches for road (border) detection in urban environments [7] , [8] , the road is usually fitted by various shape models based on road/lane borders, such as straight lines, piecewise linear segments [9] , [10] , clothoids [11] , parabola [6] , hyperbola [12] , splines [13] , [14] , or snakes [14] , [15] . These models can be classified as parametric methods. Our paper also belongs to the category of geometric approaches for road (border) detection. But different from most of the above parametric ones, our method on road border detection is a non-parametric one (Fig.2) . In general, our method is more accurate than the parametric ones because road borders cannot generally be represented by a parametric model when road region is partially occupied by vehicles or pedestrians. Fig.2 illustrates these scenarios.
Specifically, we propose a stereo-vision based road detection paradigm (Fig. 1) . It relies on the disparity map computed from the stereo pair [38] to find the horizon, using a RANSACbased variant of Labayrade et al. [16] (see [17] , [18] for related work). Then the vanishing point position of road can be estimated by a voting strategy [22] - [24] , where the vanishing point candidate space is reduced to a very small region that corresponds to an area near the horizon. Due to the robustness in horizon detection, the stereo-based vanishing point estimation is also more accurate compared to the vanishing point estimation methods using a single camera.
Thereafter, the detected vanishing point is used as a guide to find road region. Specifically, we create a weighted graph where the set of nodes correspond to all pixels, and the weight between any two nodes is calculated based on gradient information that is extracted from both the gray-scale image and disparity map. Then the vanishing point position is set as the source node of the graph, and we calculate a single-source minimum cost map based on the Dijkstra algorithm [25] , where we can calculate the shortest paths between the source node and the other pixels, respectively. To find the road region on which the vehicle is driving, two base (terminal) points on the image bottom row are automatically located based on the shortest-path map. The two terminal points mostly correspond to the locations where the two lane markers meet the bottom of image, or the locations where the road borders join the image bottom when there are no painted markers. Finally, the two road boundaries can be detected by tracing back from the two terminal points to the vanishing point in the shortest-path map, respectively.
The contributions of this paper are as follows: (1) To detect horizon, we propose a weight-sampling RANSAC-like method to detect the road profile line from the improved v-disparity map. (2) We propose a stereo-vision based road vanishing point detection method. (3) We propose a vanishing-point constrained Dijkstra model for road segmentation. The rest of this paper is organized as follows: we review some related works in Section II, and give the details of our method in Sections III and IV. The experimental results and comparison are given in Section V. The conclusions are drawn in the last section. The supplemental results are uploaded to the Github site https://github.com/kiki0378/Dijkstra-based-RoadDetection.
II. RELATED WORKS
In the literature, most road/lane detection methods rely on monocular camera. Among these methods, some are based on the intensity information (contrast between pixels) and color features of the road area [26] - [30] . Some methods fit a parametric 2D curve model on the geometric structures of the road, such as lane markings. Lee et al. propose a lanedeparture identification system [10] . The lane boundary is extracted by their lane boundary pixel extractor and is fitted with line segment by the Hough transform. Khosla uses two continuous clothoid segments to model road edge [11] . The parameters of clothoids are estimated by a Kalman filter with a new dynamics model. Jung and Kelber apply the Hough transform to fit the detected land boundary in the first frame and then follow the road boundary in the subsequent frames based on two different models: a linear model used in the near field and a quadratic model used in the far field [6] .
Wang et al represent two road boundaries as a pair of hyperbolas [12] . The parameters of hyperbolas are calculated by an M-estimator which fits a line to the road vanishing point. Wang et al propose a Catmull-Rom spline model to describe the perspective effect of parallel lane boundaries [13] . The control points of spline are estimated by a maximum likelihood method. Yagi et al describe the road boundary as an active contour model based on a parallelism and widthconstant constraint [15] . They also generate the 3D road model depending on the active contour model and the known yaw and pitch angles.
Except for 2D geometry models in the image space, Some researchers generate the road model in surrogate 3D image (a top view of the scene) by the inverse perspective mapping [31] - [33] according to camera calibration parameters or homography transformation. In Aly's work [31] , all the lane boundaries are detected by Gaussian filtering and fitted by a Bezier Spline model in the top view of the road, which runs in real-time. In [32] , Seo and Rajkumar also detect lanemarking in the top view and remove false detections by using vanishing point in the original image space. Kang et al use cross ratio to estimate adjacent lane based on the parallelism constraint in the bird's eye view and verify estimations by their proposed maximum gradient square sum method with the help of vanishing point.
Besides, stereo cameras have also been utilized in road/lane detection. Petrovai et al. propose a stereo-based framework for lane detection/tracking and frontal obstacle detection in mobile devices equipped with dual cameras [34] . The lane detection and tracking is performed using a single camera while the obstacle detection is carried out based on stereo vision. In [35] , a 3D lane detection method is given based on stereo vision, where the parameters of the 3D lane, such as width, horizontal and vertical curvature, roll, pitch, and yaw angles, are estimated. Similarly, Nedevschi et al. propose a stereo vision based lane detection and tracking scheme, where the lane is modeled as a 3D surface, defined by the vertical and horizontal clothoid curves, the lane width and the roll angle. The lane detection is integrated into a Kalman-filter tracking process. Danescu et al. propose a lane estimation method based on the particle-filtering framework [36] . The solution employs a polar-histogram based technique for pitch detection, a novel method for particle measurement and weighing using multiple lane-delimiting cues extracted by grayscale and stereo data processing, and a quality factor for deciding upon the validity of the lane-estimation results.
The most related works to ours are the road/lane detection methods based on vanishing point detection [22] , [24] , [19] , [21] , where the road vanishing point can provide a global constraint on (nearly) straight road region. The Orientation Consistency Ratio (OCR) feature [23] , [24] has been extracted based on the detected vanishing point to locate the most likely road borders. In general, these methods cannot work well when the road region is not perfectly straight and when there are vehicles parking along road boundaries. In addition, these vanishing point constrained road detection approaches cannot precisely locate road boundaries. In contrast, our approach can deal with these problems.
III. VANISHING POINT DETECTION BY STEREO CAMERA
The most widely used method for detecting road vanishing point is probably based on the intersection of straight lines which are detected by Hough transform [37] . However, this type of methods is not suitable for the vanishing point detection task when there are no painted road markers or when road borders are not straight enough. For such road scenes, straight lines cannot be robustly detected.
The second type of methods that are often used for road vanishing point detection is the texture-based voting framework [19] - [24] , where each pixel can be a voter for the vanishing point location, and can be a vanishing point candidate as well. These methods are robust for both structured and nonstructured road types. However, there are two limitations in the existing texture-based methods. First, they are computationally complex in detecting vanishing point. Second, these methods are prone to fail when shadows are present on road regions.
In this section, we propose an efficient texture-based voting approach for road vanishing point detection from a stereo pair. First, we propose a robust RANSAC-like line fitting strategy to detect the horizon accurately. Then we can obtain the approximate ground region. With the horizon and ground region constraints, the vanishing point candidate region is determined and the vanishing point is detected as the pixel which receives the highest votes in the candidate region.
A. Detection of Horizon by the Improved v-Disparity Map
A calibrated stereo rig coordinate system is showed in Fig. 3 . Two image planes of the stereo rig belong to the same plane. Detect the straight line in the improved v-disparity map that corresponds to the planar ground region based on a RANSAC-like scheme. (a) the input image; (b) the corresponding disparity map D; (c) the u-disparity map U of the input image; (d) the flatness region R f latness (red region) whose pixel values are smaller than 2 in U; (e) the sampling space R cr (red region) which corresponds to R f latness in the u-disparity map. Apparently, the pixels corresponding to R f latness are mostly in flat area; (f) the original v-disparity map of the input image; (g) the improved v-disparity map which is obtained only based on the disparity values in the region of sampling space in (e); (h) the fitting result (red line) based on (g); (i) the fitting results (red line) plotted in (f); (j) the fitting result (red line) based on (f) only. The yellow line represents the detected horizon in (i). The cyan line represents the detected horizon in (j). Apparently, the usage of pixels with low u-disparity value improves the accuracy of horizon detection.
of the world coordinate system and is located at the midpoint of two optical centers.
In this system, a 3D world point, P(x, y, z), is projected onto the left and right rectified images. The corresponding coordinates in the left and the right image coordinate system are given in (1) .
Thus the disparity value can be computed as
In practice, the disparity value for each pixel in the image can be obtained by a stereo matching method [16] (Fig. 4(b) ).
Assuming that the road lies in a plane π 1 parallel to the base line and with a little pitch angle, π 1 can be formulated as y = a 1 z + d 1 (a 1 is small). Thus it can also be
Algorithm 1 Fitting a Straight Line in v-Disparity Map formulated as
Hence, the points lying in the road plane π 1 form a line in the ( , v) plane. In reality, the projection in the ( , v) plane is achieved by the v-disparity map [16] , where each row is a histogram of the disparity value obtained in the corresponding row of the disparity map. (Fig. 4(f) ). Likewise, the road plane π 1 is projected as a straight line in the v-disparity map. The horizon corresponds to the intersection of the straight line and the v-axis in the v-disparity map. Hence, by fitting a straight line to this linear structure, we can determine the road plane region and the horizon location in the image. Generally, the direct line fitting in the v-disparity map is adversely affected by the pixels in the upper part of the image that correspond to obstacles (see Fig. 4 (f)).
To solve this problem, we propose an improved v-disparity map and a weighted-sampling RANSAC-like algorithm whose detailed procedures are given in Algorithm 1. First, we compute the u-disparity map (Fig. 4(c) ), where each column is a histogram of the disparity value obtained in the corresponding column of the disparity map. Assuming that an obstacle lies in an upright plane π 2 parallel to the Y − coordinate, π 2 can be formulated as z = a 2 x + d 2 . Then the relationship between and u l for π 2 is obtained as
Namely, the points lying on the obstacle plane π 2 form a line in the ( , u l ) plane, and the corresponding pixels in the original image are projected onto a line segment in the u-disparity map. Because all the pixels corresponding to the points on the obstacle plane π 2 are projected to a line segment, the pixels on this line segment exhibit larger values in the u-disparity map. On the contrary, the pixels corresponding to the points on the road plane π 1 are only projected onto a region in the u-disparity map, meaning that the pixels in this region have lower values in the u-disparity map. Therefore, the points on the road plane correspond to the pixels with small values in the u-disparity map. These pixels can be regarded as the flat region R f latness , which can be obtained approximately by a thresholding operation. After choosing the flat region, all pixels in R f latness in the u-disparity map are projected back to the original disparity map as the sampling space R cr (Fig. 4(e) ). Consequently, we calculate the improved v-disparity map ( Fig. 4(g) ) by just taking into account the pixels in R cr . Next we just process the improved v-disparity map and fit the straight line based on a weight-sampling RANSAC-like scheme. In the weighted-sampling strategy, two pixels are sampled from the improved v-disparity map in each iteration with a probability, where the probability of sampling a pixel is proportional to this pixel's intensity. Therefore, the higher a pixel's intensity, the more likely it could be sampled. Note that our proposed weighted-sampling method is different from PROSAC [54] . In PROSAC, the samples are not drawn from all data, but from a subset of the data with the highest quality. During the sampling procedure, the capacity of the sample set is growing. However, in our weighted sampling method, the samples are drawn from all data, and the capacity of the sample set is constant. In our method, the number of times a pixel appears in the sample set is datum-specific. For example, the intensity value of a pixel p in the v-disparity map is 5, then p will appear 5 times in the sample set. It is equivalent to sample a point with a probability. Fig. 5 shows more detected horizon results for different road scenes.
B. Detection of Approximate Road and Obstacle Regions
Given the detected straight line in the v-disparity map (by mapping the detected line from the improved v-disparity map to the v-disparity map), we can approximately find the approximate ground and obstacle regions in the image. The approximate ground region mostly corresponds to road area, and the obstacle regions include buildings, vehicles, trees or bushes etc. Specifically, given the element located at the i th row and j th column of the disparity map, its disparity value is represented by d i j . The fitted straight line L in the v-disparity map is given by
where k and b are the line parameters. The L i = (x i , y i ) corresponds to the horizontal and vertical coordinates of the i th point on the straight line L. The h is the height of the v-disparity map. The pixel at the i th row and j th column, p i j , can be approximately classified into approximate ground/obstacle region if the corresponding disparity value d i j satisfies
where x i is the horizontal coordinate of the i th point L i of the fitted straight line L. Fig. 6 shows an example of approximate ground and obstacle region detection based on Eq.6.
C. Vanishing Point Voting With Horizon and Ground Region Constraints
Once we have estimated the location of horizon and the approximate ground region, we adopt the texture-based voting methods [22] - [24] for vanishing point detection. The procedure of voting-based vanishing point detection consists of selection of vanishing point candidates and voters (pixels used to vote for a vanishing point). As illustrated in the second image of Fig. 6(g) , there are too many possibilities for the locations of the vanishing point candidates if there is no constraint on it, and this will result in a very time-consuming voting procedure in these voting based methods. With the constraint that vanishing point of road is coincident with the estimated horizon, the horizontal coordinate of the true vanishing point can be decided by the several top rows of ground region in the image space, and the vanishing point candidate space can be decreased significantly. Fig. 6 illustrates the voting-based vanishing point procedure with the two constraints on selecting vanishing point candidate region. In Fig. 6(d) , the vanishing point candidates are chosen as the pixels within a strip of image region around the detected horizon, with a height of eight pixels, shown as the region between the two green lines in Fig. 6(d) . We choose a strip of image region of pixels instead of only the pixels on the horizon in case that the horizon might not be accurately detected. To further reduce complexity, we reduce the vanishing point candidate region from (d) to get (e) based on the ground region constraint. As shown in Fig. 6(e) , the top δ rows of ground region (in the orange rectangle) are chosen as the end of the road, with the left and right bounds being l b and r b , respectively. Because vanishing point should exist at the end of road in theory, the horizontal coordinate of the vanishing point should be between l b and r b .
Next, we need to set the pixels (voters) which can be used to vote for the vanishing point. In this paper, the pixels that are under the estimated horizon in the image are selected as voters. We estimate texture orientation for each pixel based on the generalized Laplacian of Gaussian (gLoG) filter [22] . Fig. 6 (f) shows the estimated orientation bars overlaid on the left image of the stereo camera. We adopt the voting method given in [22] to obtain the road vanishing point (Fig. 7) . That is, a pixel p, whose texture orientation is o p , can vote for any pixel v in the vanishing point candidate region as long as the angle (in degrees) between the direction pv and the vector o p , γ = (pv, o p ), is below a fixed threshold ρ. Note that we use every pixels in the voter region to vote for each vanishing point candidate. where d(pv) means the distance between p and v. The τ is a normalization factor, set as the diagonal length of image.
IV. A DIJKSTRA-MODEL FOR ROAD DETECTION
Vanishing point provides a strong cue for the extension of road region into distant area. It has been utilized to find a rough road region based on an Orientation Consistency Ratio (OCR) feature [23] , [24] . However, the utilization of vanishing point plus OCR feature is not able to accurately locate road borders when road is not strictly straight. Although the replacement of the straight-line road border model with a nonlinear (such as a quadratic contour model) curve could improve localization accuracy, it is a very challenging task when the road region is affected by shadows or occlusions, which could severely corrupt the fitting accuracy of the parametric models.
To deal with the difficulty in fitting a parametric model to corrupted road image, we propose a non-parametric road border detection/segmentation method based on a vanishing point constrained Dijkstra road model. The Dijkstra algorithm [39] can compute the shortest distance from a given source node to any other nodes based on the weight (cost) between nodes. In the image analysis community, especially medical image analysis, the Dijkstra algorithm has been applied to object boundary segmentation with success [40] - [43] . In general, these methods are interactive, requiring users to specify a seed pixel (as the source node) to the Dijkstra algorithm and some control points (markers) as a guide to the segmentation algorithm. Therefore, it is not appropriate to apply these approaches directly to road border segmentation. In addition, these conventional Dijkstra-based approaches calculate cost between nodes based on gradient and edge orientation in the gray-scale image. It turns out that the calculated cost is very sensitive to shadows, which are very common in road images, and can result in wrong road boundary segmentations.
To overcome these problems, we propose a vanishing point constrained Dijkstra approach to locate road borders. All pixels of the given image are used as nodes and edges are linked between each pixel and its eight neighbors. Because vanishing point provides a strong cue for the extension of road region into distant area, it is chosen as the source node. Then the Dijkstra algorithm is applied to calculate the shortest paths from the vanishing point to all other pixels to generate the shortest-path map based on the defined edge weights. At last, two base points on the image bottom row are determined from the shortest-path map. The two road boundaries can be detected by tracing back from the two base points to the vanishing point in the shortest-path map, respectively.
A. Definition of Various Types of Costs
Since the road boundary detection problem is formulated as a shortest-path problem, the edge weights used in Dijkstra-based approach are of the primary importance. The edge weight is a weighted sum of each component cost function, which ensures that the obtained shortest path between two road boundary nodes is expected to be coincident with the road boundary. Let c(p i , p j ) represent the edge weight for the edge from a pixel p i to its neighbor pixel p j , and the function is
where f g is the gradient cost, f o being the link (orientation consistency) cost, f f being the flatness cost, f d f being the disparity feature cost and f gd being the gradient direction cost. The notations of these costs are listed in Table I .
1) Gradient Cost:
The cost of f g (p v ) at pixel p v is calculated based on the gradient magnitude of p v in the gray-scale image,
where G(p v ) is the gradient magnitude at pixel p v , and G max is the maximum gradient magnitude of all pixels.
2) Link Cost:
The cost of f o (p u , p v ) is a constraint to the boundary by associating a high cost for sharp changes in boundary direction, given by Eq.10,
where , p v ) associates a high cost to a link between two pixels that have similar gradient directions but are perpendicular, or near perpendicular, to the link direction between them, and a low cost when the gradient directions of the two pixels are both similar to each other and to the link direction between them. 
where k and b are the parameters of the fitted line in the v-disparity map (as described in III-B). Note that χ is also the "dominant" disparity value on the (p y v )-th row of the disparity map, or the disparity value of the pixels in the flat road region. Then the flatness cost at pixel
where d p v is the disparity value at p v .
4) Disparity Feature Cost:
The disparity feature f d f is computed for each pixel from the disparity map based on a descriptor, which describes the relationship between each pixel and its eight neighbor pixels. We use it to emphasize curb regions because the disparity feature cost value in the curb region is smaller than that of the other road region, as shown in Fig. 8 . Consequently, we can design a cost to determine the curb region as the road boundary through the use of this feature.
Next, we introduce how to generate the disparity feature cost function. In theory, when the base line of the stereo camera is parallel to the road surface, the pixels of road region have the same disparity value in the same row, and the farther the road region pixels, the smaller the disparity values. The disparity values of pixels on upright obstacles remain the same. The descriptor at each pixel can be extracted within a 3 × 3 block to describe the relationship between the central pixel and its eight neighbor pixels. Let d i, j denote the disparity value Fig. 8 .
Example of the gray-scale images (left) and the corresponding disparity feature cost map (right). The disparity feature cost in the curb region is obviously lower than that of its surrounding road region.
of pixel p i, j . For convenience, the disparity values of central pixel and its eight neighbor pixels are represented as follows:
, can be calculated as:
where c k (k = 0, 1, · · · , 7) is defined as follows:
At last, the disparity feature cost at pixel p i, j is formulated as Eq.17:
where F(p i, j ) is the calculated descriptor value at pixel p i, j , and F max is the maximum descriptor value of all pixels.
5) Gradient Direction Cost:
The gradient direction cost f gd (p v ) at pixel p v is calculated based on the angle between the gradient direction Q p v at p v and the direction vp v , 
B. The Vanishing Point Constrained Dijkstra Model
We apply the Dijkstra algorithm with the vanishing point being the source node to compute the shortest paths to the other pixels. The cost between two nodes p i and p j , c(p i , p j ), is calculated based on Eq.8. Technically, all pixels of the given image are used as nodes to construct a weighted graph, where each node is connected to its neighbors. Because the vanishing point is generally above road area in images, although each node is connected to its eight neighbors, we do not calculate the cost between each node and its up-left, top and up-right neighbors, respectively, in the Dijkstra graph search procedure. Consequently, we obtain the shortest-path map which computes the least cost from vanishing point to any other pixels in the image (Fig. 9(g) ).
C. Finding Two Base Points in the Shortest-Path Map
With the obtained shortest-path map, we still need two terminal (control) points if we want to utilize the shortestpath map to find road borders. To find the two terminal points t 1 and t 2 , we search the last row of the shortest-path map. Let S i, j be the value at the i th column and j th row of the shortest-path map, and (rb i ) is the length of the i th path rb i . Note that the (rb i ) is the sum of the distances between any two neighbor pixels on rb i . For example, the distance between a pixel and its upper neighbor is 1, and the distance between a pixel and its upper-left neighbor is √ 2. The two terminal points are to the left and right of the middle point of the last row of the shortest-path map, respectively. The search criterion is based on Eq.19 and Eq.20, where (rb i ) acts as a normalization parameter.
where H and W are the image height and width. Once we find the two terminal points t 1 and t 2 , we can find the two road borders from the vanishing point to t 1 and t 2 , respectively.
V. EXPERIMENTS

A. Dataset
To evaluate the performance of our proposed approach, we randomly select 2621 gray-scale stereo image pairs from the KITTI odometry dataset [50] . All of these images have noticeable road vanishing points and road regions. The selected images contain several variant scenarios including straight and curve roads, highways, residential and village roads, roads with shadows and vehicles, etc. To facilitate the evaluation and comparison, all images are normalized to the same size with the height of 188 and the width of 620.
To evaluate the accuracy of vanishing point detection of the proposed method and other compared methods, we compare them with the ground-truth vanishing point locations, which are labeled manually in each left gray-scale image. To guarantee an accurate labeling, we request five research students to record the locations of road vanishing point for the whole dataset after they are trained to understand the road vanishing point concept. To remove the influence of subjectivity, the median results are regarded as the true locations. In addition, we regard the vertical coordinate of the groundtruth vanishing point as the ground-truth position of horizon. Examples of the labeled vanishing points are shown in Fig. 10 . We also label the ground-truth road regions in every gray-scale left image manually. Note that the labeled road regions only contain the driving zone in front of car and the other regions at the joint of two crossed roads are ignored. Examples of the ground-truth road regions are shown in Fig. 11 .
We also test our road detection method on the Oxford Robotcar Dataset [53] to show the generalization ability. This dataset provides road scenarios under various illumination conditions. We randomly select 1643 color frames to evaluate the performance. The region of the vehicle's bonnet in the bottom of image is cut out and then the image is normalized to the same size with the height of 221 and the width of 427. Similarly, we label the ground-truth road regions manually.
B. Horizon Detection
To evaluate the accuracy of the proposed weightedsampling RANSAC-like approach in the improved v-disparity map, and validate the effectiveness using the u-disparity map, we compare it with the following methods: the conventional RANSAC method without using u-disparity map (RANSAC_wu), the conventional RANSAC method with the usage of u-disparity map (RANSAC_uu) and the weightedsampling RANSAC-like approach without the usage of u-disparity map (RANSAC-like_wu). To be fair, the inlier threshold of distance from a pixel to the fitted line, d t , is set to 0.5 for all schemes mentioned above. Moreover, to evaluate the robustness of these schemes, the number of sampling are set to 100, 200, 500 and 1000, respectively.
The error between the estimation and the ground-truth horizon is defined as the absolute difference of vertical coordinates of them. The quantitative comparison of these methods is shown in Fig. 12 . The errors are represented in an 11-bin histogram (from 0 to 10 pixels) and the errors larger than 10 pixels are ignored. The horizontal axis of Fig. 12 represents the errors. When increasing the number of iterations, the accuracy of horizon detection of all methods changes. The conventional RANSAC method with the usage of u-disparity has the largest change in performance and the proposed method has the smallest change.
It indicates that the proposed method is more robust than the others in detecting horizon and can reach the optimal result within a small number of iterations. Moreover, both the usage of u-disparity and weighted-sampling method improves the accuracy of horizon detection. The performance of the conventional RANSAC method is the worst within equal number of iterations. The AUC (Area Under Curve) value of cumulative error distribution is listed in Table II . The proposed method within 1000 iterations achieves the best result with an AUC value of 0.6883. Within 100 iterations, our proposed method can obtain an AUC value of 0.6849, which is even better than the other methods that run within 1000 iterations.
C. Vanishing Point Estimation
In this part, we compare the performance of the proposed vanishing point detection method with the other two popular methods: the Gabor-filter-based method (Gabor) [23] and the gLoG-filter-based method (gLoG) [22] . The threshold α is set to 0.13 based on tuning on the selected validation images, which include various types of road scenes. Fig. 13 shows some visual comparisons of vanishing point estimation by the three methods. Thanks to the selection of vanishing point candidate region in the section III-C, our vanishing point estimation method is insensitive to misleading shadows and messy textures such as grass, bushes or trees, which are very challenging for traditional methods [23] and [22] .
Fig. 14 illustrates the statistics of results for the three vanishing-point detection methods. The Euclidean distance between the estimate position and ground-truth one is computed as the error. The errors are distributed in a 31-bin histogram (from 0 to 30 pixels) and the errors greater than 30 are ignored. The horizontal axis of the histogram represents the error. It shows that, by our method, nearly 69% of images have got errors of less than or equal to 10 pixels, and more than 87% of images have got errors of less than or equal to 20 pixels. However, by the Gabor based method, only 46% of images have detection errors of less than or equal to 10 pixels, and only 69% of images have detection errors of less than or equal to 20 pixels. By the gLoG based method, only 45% of images have detection errors of less than or equal to 10 pixels, and only 68% of images have detection errors of less than or equal to 20 pixels. Fig. 14 also provides the AUC values of cumulative error distribution by the three methods. Our method obtains the AUC value of 0.6831, which is the largest compared to the one by the Gabor based method with 0.5064 and the one by the gLoG based method with 0.5037. This indicates that the proposed vanishing point detection method is robust for different road condition and can provide accurate vanishing-point estimation for subsequent road detection.
D. Road Detection
In our approach, the detected road region is indicated by the area enclosed by the detected boundaries and the last row of the image, which excludes the obstacles between the boundaries using the method in III-B. The weights of the cost functions are set based on tuning on the selected validation images, which include various types of road scenes. We choose the values which can obtain the best performance as the weights of the cost functions. With these values, we also obtained very promising results on other images. In general, we tune these weights around 0.2. Specifically, the tuning step is set to 0.02 such that all the weights are tuned from 0.1 to 0.3, respectively. The default values for these weights are given as follows: f gd = 0.16. Based on tuning on the selected validation images which include various types of road scenes, the parameters α and β are set to 0.13 and 20, respectively, which can obtain the best performance.
To evaluate the performance of different road detection methods, four evaluation criteria are used to quantify the pixelwise comparison, including PRE (precision), REC(recall), ACU (accuracy), and F-score. The definitions of the four criteria are formulated as follows: P RE = To evaluate the influence from the detected vanishing points, we first compare three base methods in the perspective view. The three base methods adopt different vanishing point detection approaches, plus a vanishing point constrained Dijkstra-based road border segmentation scheme with the same composition of cost functions. In the first base method, the vanishing point is detected by the Gabor-based scheme [23] , and only the gradient cost and orientation consistency cost are used in the Dijkstra road model. We denote this base method by Gabor_g_o. In the second base method, the vanishing point is detected by the gLoG-based scheme [22] , and only the gradient cost and orientation consistency cost are used in the Dijkstra road model. We denote this base method by gLoG_g_o. In the third base method, the vanishing point is detected by the one proposed in this paper, and only the gradient cost and orientation consistency cost are used in the Dijkstra road model. We denote this base method by Stereo_g_o. Fig. 15 shows some visual comparison results of road region detection by the three methods. F-score. It shows that more accurate vanishing point detection method can lead to more accurate road region detection. In addition, we evaluate the influence from different compositions of the cost functions. The weight items of the cost functions are set to zero one by one and other weight items remain the same. We compare our method with four base methods. These base methods are all based on our proposed stereo based vanishing point detection method. To facilitate understanding, our proposed road detection method is denoted as Stereo_g_f_df_gd_o, and other five base methods are denoted as Stereo_f_df_gd_o (without gradient cost), Stereo_g_df_gd_o (without flatness cost), Stereo_g_f_gd_o (without disparity feature cost), Stereo_g_f_df_o (without gradient direction cost) and Stereo_g_f_df_gd (without link cost), respectively. Table III also illustrates the quantitative comparison results of these six methods in details. It shows that all the five cost functions improve the final road detection result. Among these cost functions, flatness cost, gradient direction cost and disparity feature cost have considerable influence on the road detection results. Compared with the result of Stereo_g_o, the use of flatness cost, disparity feature cost and gradient direction cost further increases the accuracy of road detection significantly.
Moreover, we also compare with several state-of-theart methods that have been independently tested on the KITTI-URBAN-ROAD dataset [51] in the bird's-eyeview (BEV). These approaches include stereo-based [44] , learning-based [45] , [46] , and Lidar-based [48] , [49] road detection methods. Their results on the KITTI-URBAN-ROAD dataset are publicly available on the KITTI-road website [52] . Table IV shows the comparisons, where the performance of our approach is very close to that of the deepCNN based method [45] . Although our method is not the best among the compared methods in terms of either PRE or REC, the two indicators are both pretty high. Therefore, the F-measure is the highest except [45] . Our method is better than the stereo-based approach [44] and the Lidar-based approaches [48] , [49] . In addition, we compare our method with Up-ConvPoly [45] on our selected 1643 images in the Oxford Robotcar Dataset in the perspective view. Up-Conv-Poly is a deeplearning based method which has the best performance on the KITTI-URBAN-ROAD dataset among the published methods. Table V shows the quantitative comparison results. As shown, our method obtains a better score. In practice, the generalization ability of the state-of-the-art deep-learning based methods is still limited by the training data. Although Up-Conv-Poly achieves very promising performance when the test images are similar to the training ones, which is the case for the KITTI-URBAN-ROAD dataset, however, its performance usually degrades a lot when the training road scenes are different from that of testing ones. Considering that image recognition performance is usually constrained by lighting conditions and weather changes heavily, we have to collect all-hour and four-season images for training, which is a very challenging mission. Although the performance of the proposed method is not the best, our method is quite robust on different sets of images and databases. Our method is a sort of data-driven approach, and needs little training procedure. It is a nonparametric approach in detecting road borders, which is robust to obstacles and shadows.
The computational time is also an important factor to evaluate road detection method. For our proposed method, the computation cost mainly contains four parts: disparity computation, vanishing point detection, cost function computation and shortest-path map computation based on Dijkstra algorithm. Our method is implemented in single threaded C++ and tested on a general PC with 8GB memory and Intel Core i5-6500 CPU. The average runtime on the KITTI-URBAN-ROAD dataset (with the image size of 1242 × 376) is about 0.25 seconds except computing the disparity map. The most time-consuming part of our framework is computing the disparity map because of the large size of images. Although our current implemented version could not run in real-time, with the use of GPU and parallel computing, we believe that our method can achieve real-time performance.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed a novel vanishing point constrained Dijkstra model for road detection. First, the proposed method is based on the u-and v-disparity extracted from stereo camera to estimate the position of vanishing point. Then a vanishing-point constrained Dijkstra model is given to generate a minimum-cost map. By the Dijkstra algorithm, the optimal path from each point in the cost map to the vanishing point is obtained. The road boundaries correspond to two paths which have the minimum costs. Experiments on a challenging dataset of over 2000 frames show that the proposed method can achieve promising results.
